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ABSTRACT

Introduction So far there is no uniform, commonly accepted diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm for patients with embolic stroke of undetermined source (ESUS). Recent clinical trials on secondary stroke prevention in ESUS did not support the use of oral anticoagulation. As ESUS comprises heterogeneous subgroups including a wide age-range, concomitant patent foramen ovale (PFO), and variable probability for atrial fibrillation (AF), an individualised approach is urgently needed. This prospective registry study aims to provide initial data towards an individual, structured diagnostic and therapeutic approach in ESUS patients.

Methods and analysis The open-label, investigator-initiated, prospective, single-centre, observational registry study (Catch-up-ESUS) started in 01/2018. Consecutive ESUS patients ≥18 years who give informed consent are included and will be followed up for 3 years. Stratified by age <60 or ≥60 years, the patients are processed following a standardised diagnostic and treatment algorithm with an interdisciplinary design involving neurologists and cardiologists. Depending on the strata, patients receive a transesophageal echocardiogram; all patients receive an implantable cardiac monitor. Patients <60 years with PFO and without evidence of concomitant AF are planned for PFO closure within 6 months after stroke. The current diagnostic and therapeutic workup of ESUS patients requires improvement by both standardisation and a more individualised approach. Catch-up-ESUS will provide important data with respect to AF detection and PFO closure and will estimate stratified stroke recurrence rates after ESUS.

Ethics and dissemination The study has been approved by the responsible ethics committee at the Ludwig Maximilian University, Munich, Germany (project number 17–685). Catch-Up-ESUS is conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients will have to give written informed consent or, if unable to give consent themselves, their legal guardian will have to provide written informed consent for their participation. The first observation period of the registry study is 1 year, followed by the first publication of the results including follow-up of the patients. Further publications will be considered according the predefined individual follow-up dates of the stroke patients up to 36 months.

Trial registration number ClinicalTrialsregister.gov registry (NCT03820375).

INTRODUCTION

For the last 25 years, ischaemic strokes have been classified according to the TOAST (Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment) criteria, which were developed in the context of a randomised treatment trial including the following five stroke etiologies: large-artery atherosclerosis, small vessel occlusion, cardiogenic, stroke of other determined aetiology and stroke of undetermined aetiology also called ‘cryptogenic’ stroke.1 However, cryptogenic strokes represented a heterogeneous subgroup of ischaemic strokes including strokes still unexplained after standard diagnostic workup and strokes without
sufficient diagnostic clarification. Due to this unsatisfying situation, a more distinct definition of a subgroup of cryptogenic strokes was established in 2014 and was termed 'embolic stroke of undetermined source' (ESUS). ESUS criteria are defined as follows: non-lacunar brain infarction; no proximal cervical arterial stenosis; no cardioembolic source; no other aetiology (eg, vasculitis, cervical artery dissection). Although ESUS accounts for 20%–30% of all strokes, clear guidelines for diagnostic procedures and treatment regimens in those patients are still lacking.

**Study rationale**

In the context of two recent randomised controlled trials, NAVIGATE-ESUS and RESPECT-ESUS, the topic of secondary prevention therapy of ESUS patients has been discussed. Both trials compared the efficacy and safety of oral anticoagulation (OAC) with rivaroxaban and dabigatran, respectively, versus acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) for secondary stroke prevention in ESUS patients and did not find differences in stroke recurrence rates per year (4.7% rivaroxaban vs 4.7% ASA and 4.1% dabigatran vs 4.8% ASA). However, patients treated with rivaroxaban presented with significantly higher annual bleeding rates compared with ASA-treated patients (1.8% vs 0.7%) and the trial was stopped prematurely. Whereas a consensus on secondary stroke prevention in ESUS patients has yet to be reached, OAC is not recommended. Another unresolved question is the role of a patent foramen ovale (PFO) in ESUS patients. A common finding in about 25% of the population, the prevalence of a PFO is even higher in ESUS patients and is found in up to 78% of patients depending on patient age. Several studies on PFO closure in patients with cryptogenic stroke at age <60 years compared with standard medical therapy recently showed an advantage of PFO closure with regard to stroke recurrence. Last but not least, a substantial subgroup of ESUS might be due to underlying atrial fibrillation (AF) not detected by the standard diagnostic evaluation including 24 hours of ECG monitoring. So far, four randomised clinical trials have demonstrated that prolonged rhythm monitoring after cryptogenic stroke leads to a higher detection rate of AF. Depending on the modality and length of the prolonged cardiac monitoring, the AF detection rate was up to 10-fold higher compared with standard diagnostic regimens. When patients were selected based on an adjudicated higher risk of AF, the AF detection rate of an implantable cardiac monitor (ICM) reached up to 40% within 1 year after stroke. Based on these results, an extended search for AF in ESUS patients and a detailed characterisation and stratification for AF risk seems warranted. Yet, sustainable recommendations on both the modality and length of search for AF, and on the selection of patients for screening are missing.

**Aims of the registry study**

Due to this lack of guideline recommendations in ESUS patients, we have established an interdisciplinary, neurological–cardiological algorithm with detailed recommendations on diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, stratified based on individual patient characteristics. Enrolled patients are followed up in our observational study registry for 3 years. The aims of our study are (1) to establish and evaluate an interdisciplinary, standardised diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm for ESUS patients; (2) to identify the most promising mode of secondary stroke prevention in ESUS patients, stratified according to the individual’s risk profile; (3) to determine the AF rates among risk strata of ESUS patients by ICM; and (4) to systematically detect PFO in suitable ESUS patients, followed by monitoring for outcomes after PFO closure.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

The study has been registered at www.clinicaltrialsregister.gov. Any important modifications in the protocol will be entered there.

**Study design**

The Catch-Up-ESUS registry is an open-label, investigator-initiated, prospective, single-centre, observational registry study that started on 1 January 2018.

**Inclusion criteria**

The clinical data of consecutive ESUS patients ≥18 years of age, who were treated in our hospital and gave their written informed consent, are collected. The patients are included during their hospital stay for the index stroke; if informed consent is missing during hospital stay (due to organisational reasons), patients are included during follow-up. The individual observation period for each patient is at least 36 months from the time of stroke. ESUS patients who were not treated in our centre for the index stroke are not included.

**Exclusion criteria**

Patients ≥18 years of age who are not willing to give informed consent and patients with life expectancy <3 months.

**Patient and public involvement**

The development of the study rationale was based on the described studies on the treatment of ESUS patients, a relevant group of patients in the stroke care. Patients were not included in the design of the study or in the recruitment for the study. The individual treatment according the treatment algorithm is discussed with every single patient during the hospital stay as well as the follow-up. The dissemination of the results to study participants takes places by publication of the results of the registry study.

**Diagnostic workup and assessment in stroke patients**

The data collection occurs during the index hospital stay. A standard diagnostic workup is carried out in all stroke patients to ascertain stroke aetiology.
Clinical and neurological assessment

Information about demographics, living situation, premorbid functional status, lifestyle habits, personal health and family history, and medication use prior to the stroke is obtained from the patient or next of kin. The cardiovascular risk factors are defined based on current guidelines. Clinical examination consists of a standardised neurological examination. Stroke severity is assessed by a certified stroke neurologist using the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). The modified Rankin Scale (mRS) and the Barthel Index serve as measures of functional status.

Brain imaging

Infarct localisation is confirmed by brain CT and/or brain MRI. Infarcts on MRI are defined as acute diffusion restrictions (hyperintensities) on diffusion-weighted images with corresponding hypointense areas on apparent diffusion coefficient maps. In addition, T2-weighted and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequences are acquired. Where required, vascular imaging by CT-angiography (CT-A) or MRI-angiography is performed to exclude large-artery atherosclerosis and small vessel disease.

Ultrasound

Ultrasound examination includes assessment of extracranial and intracranial vessels by Doppler sonography and colour duplex sonography. Specifically, the following measures are obtained: plaque thickness, plaque localisation (<1 cm proximal or distal to carotid bifurcation), plaque configuration (eccentric or concentric), echogenicity (hypoechoic, isoechoic or hyperechoic) and stenosis grade according to the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial criteria.

Standard cardiac examination

Cardiac examination required in all patients includes a standard 12-lead ECG, a 3-day Holter-ECG or automated atrial fibrillation detection on ECG monitoring for at least 72 hours, and a transthoracic echocardiogram.

Blood tests

Serum and plasma samples, including markers of inflammation (e.g., C-reactive protein [CRP], Interleukin 6 [IL-6]), of glycemic status (e.g., glycated hemoglobin [HbA1c]), of lipid status (e.g., low-density lipoprotein [LDL], high-density lipoprotein [HDL]) and of cardiac congestion (e.g., N-terminal prohormone of brain natriuretic peptide [NT-proBNP]), are obtained for laboratory investigations.

Assessment of AF-related risk markers

In addition, we assess the risk of AF in all patients. We consider the following contributions as having a higher risk of AF: a CHA2DS2-VASc score ≥4; a NT-proBNP ≥125 pg/mL; an increased risk for paroxysmal AF suggested by automatic AF detection on rhythm monitoring; atrial ectopic runs detected by Holter ECG recordings; a transthoracic echocardiography finding of left atrial enlargement ≥45 mm; a transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) finding of either spontaneous contrast in the left atrial appendage or a left atrial appendage flow ≤0.2 m/s. The CHA2DS2-VASc score is a clinical prediction score for estimating the risk of stroke in patients with non-rheumatic AF used to determined whether or not anticoagulation treatment is necessary. The CHADS2 score is determined by adding the points that correspond to the conditions present in the individual patient (C: congestive heart failure - 1 point, H: hypertension - 1 point, A: Age ≥75 years - 1 point, D: diabetes mellitus - 1 point, S2: prior stroke, TIA or thrombembolism - 2 points). The CHA2DS2-VASc score is a refinement of CHADS2 score and extens the latter by including additional common stroke risk factors (age 65-74, female gender and vascular disease, furthermore age ≥75 has extra weight with 2 points). The maximum CHA2DS2-VASc score is 9. The threshold for NT-proBNP was chosen based on the management guidelines for heart failure by the European Society of Cardiology. An increased risk for AF is considered relevant in the presence of at least one of the listed factors. The Risk of Paradoxical Embolism- (RoPe) Score is also collected from all patients with a PFO in order to determine the probability that the stroke is related to the PFO.

Advanced diagnostic workup according to our interdisciplinary ESUS evaluation algorithm

Stratified evaluation by age group

ESUS patients are stratified by age <60 years (group 1) or ≥60 years (group 2) following recently published studies on PFO closure.

Evaluation of a relevant PFO by transcranial ultrasound and further cardiac assessment

Patients allocated to group 1 are screened for the presence of a PFO by both the highly sensitive echocardiography contrast agent-guided transcranial ultrasound (“bubble test”) and by the highly specific echocardiographic contrast agent-guided TEE. A relevant right-to-left shunt according to transcranial ultrasound is defined as >10 gas bubbles detected by Doppler-ultrasound in the middle cerebral artery. On TEE, a relevant PFO is diagnosed by either a strong visualised right-to-left shunt of echocardiographic contrast agent or a moderate visualised right-to-left shunt of echocardiographic contrast agent combined with the presence of an atrial septal aneurysm with >10 mm unidirectional deviation or ≥15 mm bidirectional deviation.

Additional diagnostic procedures and blood tests

In addition to standard laboratory blood tests, the following additional blood tests are performed in selected patients depending on clinical decisions: cerebrospinal fluid collection; assessment of vasculitis-related markers including C3, C4, ANA-titer and differentiation, rheumatoid factor, Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCAs), ds-DNA-antibody, β2
glycoprotein-antibody, cardiolipin antibody IgG and IgM, and serology for Lues and Borrelia; assessment of thrombophilia-related markers including factor-V-Leiden mutation, methylenetetrahydrofolate-reductase mutation, prothrombin mutation and a test for Fabry disease. Moreover, depending on the previous findings, the patients might receive additional diagnostic procedures. In patients with PFO detection, we aim for a colour-coded duplex sonography of the lower extremity veins to rule out deep vein thrombosis (DVT). In case of clinical suspicion, a CT-angiography is performed to rule out pulmonary artery embolism (PE). The additional blood tests are performed in selected patients based on national and international guidelines and in house standard operating procedures.

ICM implantation
Implantation of an ICM is sought in all ESUS patients if 72 hours of automatic AF detection or Holter ECG recording did not return a diagnosis of AF. However, due to each individual patient’s conditions (eg, reduced life expectancy due to patient’s high age, severe stroke, an underlying malignant disease), the final decision for or against the implantation of an ICM is made by the treating physicians. The recording time takes place according to the lifetime of the ICM, which is expected to be 3–4 years until the explantation.

Figure 1  Diagnostic and therapeutic pathway. AF, atrial fibrillation; ASA, acetylsalicylic acid; CTA, CT-angiography; ICM, implantable cardiac monitor; MR-A, MRI-angiography; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; (N)OAC, (new) oral anticoagulation; PFO, patent foramen ovale; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; TTE, transthoracic echocardiogram.

Interdisciplinary diagnosis and treatment algorithm of ESUS patients
Patients ≤60 years of age (group 1) are assessed for the presence of a PFO. If a relevant PFO is absent, these patients are processed further along with patients ≥60 years of age (group 2). In group 1 patients with a relevant PFO and an indication for lifelong OAC (eg, in the case of PE and/or DVT and relevant thrombophilia), the algorithm reaches a destination. In group 1 patients with a relevant PFO but without an indication for lifelong OAC, PFO closure is aimed for within the next 2–6 months in accordance with recent recommendations.8-10 These patients receive an ICM to rule out AF prior to PFO closure and are treated with ASA for secondary stroke prevention until PFO closure and thereafter. Group 1 patients with a relevant PFO are further stratified according to their individual risk for AF as described above. If the risk for AF is judged to be low and no AF is detected by ICM interrogation or clinically, the PFO will be closed within 2–6 months. If the risk for AF is judged to be high, we extend the observation period for ICM-based and clinical AF detection for AF up to 3 years before the PFO is closed.

For patients ≥60 years (group 2) and those in group 1 without a relevant PFO, an ICM is implanted and ASA is prescribed for secondary stroke prevention. In case of AF
Follow-up
All patients receive a standardised follow-up irrespective of their group allocation at 3, 12 and 36 months after the index stroke. Follow-up is warranted by regular outpatient visits or via structured telephone interviews as defined in the study protocol.

Clinical and neurological assessment
The neurological clinical assessment evaluates the patients with respect to stroke recurrence, occurrence of other vascular diseases and the presence of cardiovascular risk factors. For the assessment of functional status, NIHSS and mRS are determined. The current medication is documented.

Cardiological assessment
The cardiological clinical assessment during follow-up aims to detect AF by means of ICM interrogation or Holter ECGs. In case of a relevant PFO, the decision for extended monitoring or closure is evaluated and documented. The CHA₂DS₂-VASc score is assessed at each visit.

Initial baseline data
Initial baseline and follow-up data of first 142 patients are presented in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessed characteristic</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients (n)</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex—male</td>
<td>92 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age—years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>66.5±13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60 years, n ()</td>
<td>96 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of ischaemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>130 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIA</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmRS; median (IQR)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmRS 0–2, n (%)</td>
<td>141 (98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmRS 3–5, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRS at admission, median (IQR)</td>
<td>2 (1, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRS 0–2, n (%)</td>
<td>94 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRS 3–5, n (%)</td>
<td>48 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHSS at admission, median (IQR)</td>
<td>2 (1, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHSS 0–4, n (%)</td>
<td>107 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHSS 5–14, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHSS ≥15, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA₂DS₂-VASc Score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>4 (3, 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTE, n (%)</td>
<td>76 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE, n (%)</td>
<td>62 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant PFO, n (%)</td>
<td>29 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant PFO &lt;60 years, n (% in &lt;60 years)</td>
<td>22 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implantation of ICM, n (%)</td>
<td>87 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary prophylaxis (at admission)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiplatelet, n (%)</td>
<td>48 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)OAC, n (%)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None, n (%)</td>
<td>92 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary prophylaxis (at discharge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiplatelet, n (%)</td>
<td>124 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)OAC, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial hypertension, n (%)</td>
<td>100 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking, n (%)</td>
<td>48 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive family history of cardiovascular conditions, n (%)</td>
<td>14 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterolemia, n (%)</td>
<td>41 (29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASA, acetylsalicylic acid; CTA, CT-angiography; ICM, implantable cardiac monitor; MR-A, MRI-angiography; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; n, number; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; (N)OAC, (new) oral anticoagulation; PFO, patent foramen ovale; pmRS, premorbid modified Rankin Scale; TEE, transesophageal echocardiography; TIA, transient ischaemic attack; TTE, transthoracic echocardiogram.

DISCUSSION
There is an urgent need to individualise and thereby improve the management of patients with stroke of undetermined cause and ESUS. Comprehensive guidelines for these entities are still lacking and recent randomised clinical trials did not fulfil the expectations placed in them. In addition to the recent ESUS trials, which did not support the prescription of OAC for secondary stroke prevention, at least two additional clinical trials testing apixaban compared with ASA are ongoing and their results are highly anticipated; yet, it will be several more years until results become available.21 22

A problem inherent to the definition of ESUS in general is the compression of several possibly different clinical entities into one diagnosis. It may thus be that this compression contributes to the inability of the recent ESUS trials to identify subgroups of patients actually benefiting from OAC for secondary stroke prevention. However, important clinical questions in some of the possible subgroups remain unresolved. Examples include ESUS patients with concomitant PFO, the relevance of prolonged AF detection, and the consideration of additional clinical risk stratification for AF. In the RESPECT-ESUS trial, a predefined subgroup analysis of patients >75 years of age suggested that dabigatran was superior to ASA in secondary stroke prevention. Whereas the relation cannot be verified for causality based on the available data, the results strengthen the relevance of and need for extended cardiac diagnostics and risk stratification to better understand the inherently heterogeneous ESUS patient population. In our registry, we aimed to overcome these issues, at least in part, by stratifying for relevant age groups and by extending the poststroke AF search duration. The expected results might help to better identify patients who would benefit from OAC.
In response to the advantage of PFO closure in ESUS patients <60 years of age, a new management guideline on cryptogenic stroke and PFO was published by the German Society of Neurology. According to these guidelines, all patients between 16 and 60 years of age with a cryptogenic ischemic stroke and PFO with moderate or pronounced right-left shunt after neurological and cardiologic clarification are recommended a PFO occlusion (https://www.dgn.org/leitlinien/3637-li-030-142-kryptogen-schlaganfall-und-offenes-foramenvale-2018). These national recommendations are also mirrored internationally.25 However, the guidelines do not comprehensively cover the extent of neurological and cardiologic assessment required prior to PFO closure, especially regarding detailed diagnostic procedures to rule out competing etiologies like AF, which might be diagnosed by prolonged ECG screening. In our Catch-Up-ESUS registry, a standardised search for AF is implemented for up to 6 months using an ICM prior to an interventional PFO closure. As the closure of a PFO is invasive and may result in complications or insufficient success, such undesired sequelae may be avoided in patients in whom an indication for lifelong OAC, for example, due to AF can be ascertained. In addition, the group of patients <60 years of age, currently represented in clinical trials, is very heterogeneous. It ranges from some very young patients with PFO and without any cardiovascular risk factors to middle-aged patients with numerous cardiovascular risk factors. Increasing the likelihood of a cardioembolic cause of the stroke, as done by using the RoPE score applied in the context of Catch-Up-ESUS, may be helpful in identifying patients for whom PFO closure might be most beneficial.26 Also the attempt to rule out AF prior to a PFO closure and the possibility to extend the search for AF following PFO closure may be beneficial for patients.

In summary, our open-label, investigator-initiated, prospective, monocentric, observational registry study will be helpful to answer urgent questions regarding the management of ESUS patients with respect to a stratified diagnosis and treatment.

However, our study has some limitations: first, most data for our registry are collected as part of the clinical routine. Therefore, we expect a certain loss of data in the course of data collection. In addition, we do not expect all patients to be treated according to our predefined algorithm because any clinical decision remains the sole responsibility of the treating physician. Our registry currently comprises single-centre data, limiting the expected number of enrolled individuals to currently 150–200 ESUS patients per year.

Together, our study addresses important and yet unanswered questions regarding ESUS patients. A more standardised and uniform diagnostic workup is urgently needed. The cooperation between neurologists and cardiologists represents a very promising approach in managing ESUS patients, especially in the context of prolonged rhythm monitoring and PFO detection and PFO closure. We expect our study to contribute to a more individualised approach in ESUS patients in the future.

**Ethics and dissemination**

Catch-Up-ESUS is conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study has been registered at www.clinicaltrialsregister.gov. All patients will have to give written informed consent or, if unable to give consent themselves, their legal guardian will have to provide written informed consent for their participation. The first observation period of the registry study is 1 year, followed by the first publication of the results including follow-up of the patients. Further publications will be considered according the predefined individual follow-up dates of the stroke patients up to 36 months.
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